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Saccharomyces cerevisiae (S. cerevisiae) is a robust eukaryotic organism that has a fast metabolism and can
survive in both aerobic and anaerobic conditions. Yeast cells can be used in biosensor and microbial fuel cell
development but as all systems involving live cells, they are often less efficient than conventional energy generators i.e.
fossil fuels etc., unstable and prone to breakdown overtime. To increase the efficacy of these microbial systems the cells
can be immobilized in different matrices, chemically modified i.e. with polypyrrole [1] or operated without aeration and
mixing.
In our study we focused on the electrochemical investigation of S. cerevisiae under varying conditions using
different electron transfer mediators. Lipophilic mediators participate in redox reactions with intracellular reduced
species in the respiratory pathway while the hydrophilic mediators shuttle the electrons to the electrode in the
extracellular medium. Mediators compete with oxygen for the role of electron acceptor and their effectiveness may
depend on the presence or absence of oxygen [2], [3].
We performed cyclic voltammetry, chronoamperometry and spectrophotometric measurements on the system of
yeast cells, grown in aerobic and anaerobic conditions, modified with polypyrrole, and measured with different pairs of
electron transfer mediators. The metabolic activity of S. cerevisiae is evaluated indirectly by electrochemical and optical
methods which detect the reduced forms of mediators.

Fig.1. A representative scheme of the double redox mediator pair action in a polypyrrole modified cell. WE –
working electrode; Medox/Medred – the oxidized/reduced form of the mediator; 1 – cell wall; 2 – polypyrrole; 3 – plasma
membrane; 4 – cytoplasm; IRR – intracellular redox reactions;
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